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Stay Healthy. Move Sustainable.

Živi zdravo. Potuj trajnostno.

www.mobilityweek.eu,
www.tedenmobilnosti.si
EMW 2021

84 municipalities out of 212 participated in Slovenia
3184 municipalities from 53 countries
Slovenian EMW web page

20th anniversary (brochure, exhibition, award ceremony for 7 municipalities who participated all 20 years)

2 local coordinators are with us for 20 years
Exhibition for the 20th anniversary
Award ceremony at Ljubljana castle, 16. 9. 2021

Celje, Gornja Radgona, Koper, Ljubljana, Maribor, Murska Sobota and Nova Gorica are participating for 20 years.
Plans for the future

More ambitious measures which bring permanent changes (conclusions from workshop 1)

• Assured financial resources for every year activities.
• Municipalities are applying on different tenders.
• EMW Working group on municipal level is needed.
• Sustainable mobility activities are completed or start up during the EMW.
• Focus during EMW is on permanent measures which influence on travel habits.
• Monitoring and evaluation of the measures is needed (possible connection with SUMP).
• Regular incentives for more ambitious activities.
• Working together with neighbour municipalities and on regional level.